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34 parents responded. Scale used was as follows:

Do you have any further comments regarding the reports?















Well done for your patience Miss Cummins
I felt there wasn’t much information on how he was doing or where he is up to. Bit
disappointed on everything.
The grid system with the highlighters is confusing as there are ticks as well as highlighted
sections which *I think* mean the same thing but cannot be sure.
A very positive report. It is clear that the teacher understands my child well
Nice and personal
Yr 3 was split over 2 teachers, I didn't feel the summary reflected this and was based only on
the first 6 months with only little input advised for the latter 6 months. I would normally say
class disruption / non consistency unsettles young individuals but actually think xxx was more
himself the 2nd half of yr 3!
We are so pleased with xxx report she is doing so well despite her attention problems.
Miss Cummins comments about my child was lovely and I loved reading about how well xxx
has done in year 2
xxx had a fantastic report. I am more than pleased with it.
Excellent!!! Very easy to follow.
Levels of attainment don't flow. Would read better as emerging, expected, exceeding.
(Reception)
Great and easy to understand.
I am very happy with xxx progress this year and I feel confident that he was accurately
assessed. My only criticism would be the marking system . I know he is working at ‘above’ but
what I would like to know is how much above. Having his tests returned has enabled me to
decider this and will help to work through any weak areas.

Is your child in Y6? If so, do you have any further comments or
questions on how the SATS results are presented?


I don’t think that the tick sheets supplied with reports truly reflect ability especially when
compared with SATS results.

Do you have any comments that you'd like to pass to the class
teacher or other members of staff?
Thank you for helping my son settle in and supporting him through year 5
Thankyou!
My daughter has had a fantastic final year at Parkfield. Many thanks to Mr Barnes and the whole staff
team for all of your efforts. You have made some wonderful memories.
Thank you
Very proud of her last primary school report
I would like to thank you all for all your hard work throughout this past year the progress my son has
made with your guidance is amazing
Just wanted to say a big thank you for making xxx’s First school year so good he’s enjoyed coming in
and you’ve got the best out of him. Thank you Mrs Gooding and Mrs Jeffrey’s!!
Thank you for your support in the past year, my child really did excel in year 6
Thankyou to you all amazing team �
I would like to thank Mrs Acil and Mrs Naughton for giving my daughter a great year 5 also Mrs Acil
for her lovely comments about her
I’d like to thank all KS1 staff for preparing my child for SATs and building her confidence ready for
year 3. She’s had a wonderful start.
Brilliant teaching 👍
We are so proud of my son and his amazing report. Thank you all for the time and effort you have put
in to enable him to smash his first year at Parkfield.
Thank you very much for all your hard work and helping my daughter have a fantastic first year in
school.
Thank you Mrs Açil for your honesty, accuracy and care for my son’s education and welfare.

Actions following questionnaire:
 On the whole, positive comments about the reports
 SLT to look at making the recording system simpler on target sheets
 Discussion around whether it would be useful to state the points each pupil is on
 Continue to send home tests once they have been completed
 Alter the reception report so it goes in order of emerging, expected and exceeding

